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Tom Girardi, the once-
vaunted Los Angeles trial at-
torney, has been indicted by
federal grand juries in two
states on fraud charges for
allegedly swindling more
than $18 million from clients
who had endured severe in-
juries or tragic deaths of
loved ones, prosecutors an-
nounced Wednesday.

In Chicago, Girardi and
his son-in-law, attorney
David Lira, and the former
chief financial officer of Gi-
rardi’s law firm, Christopher
Kamon, were charged with
eight counts of wire fraud
and four counts of contempt
of court. Prosecutors said
the trio had misappropri-
ated more than $3 million in
2020 from settlement funds
meant for widows and
orphans whose relatives had
perished in a Boeing plane
crash off the coast of Indone-
sia. 

In Los Angeles, Girardi
was charged with wire fraud
in an indictment that ac-
cused him of embezzling
more than $15 million from
clients in the decade leading
up to the collapse of his law
firm in 2020. Those funds
had gone to cover his law
firm’s payroll and personal
expenses, including a hefty
American Express bill and
fees at two country clubs, the
indictment states.

The prosecution is the
latest development in the
stunning downfall of a man
who was once California’s ul-
timate insider. A Demo-
cratic political donor who
cultivated close ties with
mayors, governors, sena-
tors, judges and Supreme
Court justices, he was
revered — and feared — by
fellow attorneys for the nine-
figure settlements he bro-
kered and the powerful offi-
cials he counted as his
friends.

“Mr. Girardi was widely
celebrated for being a cham-
pion of those fighting
against corporations, but
our investigation has re-
vealed that, in fact, Mr. Gi-
rardi was robbing and steal-
ing from those people,” Mar-
tin Estrada, the U.S. attor-
ney in L.A., said at a news
conference Wednesday.
Estrada said the charges
point to “corruption by one
of the most high-profile
plaintiff ’s lawyers in the
country.”

Girardi, 83, faces the pos-
sibility of decades in prison, 
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California has given the
federal government its own
proposal for making cuts in
Colorado River water use,
saying a plan offered by six
other states would dispro-
portionately burden farms
and cities in Southern Cali-
fornia.

Water agencies that de-
pend on the river submitted
their proposal to the Biden
administration on Tuesday,
the same day federal offi-
cials had set as a deadline for
the Colorado River Basin
states to reach agreement
on how to prevent reservoirs
from dropping to danger-
ously low levels.

The state put forward its
proposal a day after Arizo-
na, Colorado, Nevada, New
Mexico, Utah and Wyoming
released their alternative. A
large portion of the cuts they
proposed would be made by
accounting for evaporation
and other water losses along
the lower portion of the river
— a calculation that would
translate into especially
large reductions for Califor-
nia, which uses more Col-
orado River water than any
other state.

“The six-state proposal
directly and disproportion-
ately impacts California,”
said Wade Crowfoot, the
state’s natural resources
secretary. “It doesn’t seem
like a constructive approach
for some states to fashion a 

State
pushes
its plan
to save
water

Proposal counters one
by six neighbors that
targets California for
Colorado River cuts.

By Ian James
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CABO SAN LUCAS, Mexico — If
you walk down the right side street,
the offers are plentiful, even in broad
daylight. Young men in plain T-shirts
draw near and call out their wares:
Pills. Cocaine. Guns.

But if you wave them away and go
just a few feet farther, you can walk
into a pharmacy where you might get
something just as dangerous.

You just won’t know it.
A Los Angeles Times investiga-

tion has found that pharmacies in
several northwestern Mexican cities
are selling counterfeit prescription
pills laced with stronger and deadlier
drugs and passing them off as legiti-
mate pharmaceuticals.

In Tijuana, reporters found that
pills sold as oxycodone tested pos-
itive for fentanyl, and pills sold as
Adderall tested positive for metham-
phetamine. Testing conducted far-
ther south in Cabo San Lucas and 
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IN TOURIST DISTRICTS in Cabo San Lucas, Mexico, pharmacies catering to Americans seem to be
everywhere. Some drugstores there and in other northwestern Mexican cities are selling tainted pills.
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Mexican pharmacies sell
fentanyl-, meth-tainted pills 
Fake medications are passed off as legitimate in tourist areas

EXPERTS generally believed pills sold in Mexican pharmacies were
what store owners said they were. That’s no longer always true.

By Keri Blakinger 
and Connor Sheets
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T
he interior of the
plane looked like
a cross between a
private luxury jet
and a space

mission control room.
The Gulfstream IV

cruised at 43,000 feet, high
above a seemingly peaceful
layer of thick clouds that
stretched to the horizon. 

Crew members in blue
jumpsuits stared at com-
puter screens that revealed
their hidden target miles
below: a powerful atmos-
pheric river that was churn-
ing across the Pacific Ocean
toward California, bearing
torrential rains and fierce

winds.
Soaring more than 1,000

miles northeast of Hawaii,
the specially equipped
hurricane-reconnaissance
jet “Gonzo” was preparing
to drop dozens of data-
collecting devices into the
heart of the storm. By cap-
turing the equivalent of a
CT scan, the crew would
help to predict when and
where the rains would hit.
And how hard.

The extreme weather
specialists with the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration were on
their eighth straight mis-
sion tracking the series of
January storms that un-
leashed deadly flooding and
widespread damage across
the state.

ATMOSPHERIC rivers “sort of hide in plain sight,”
said Marty Ralph, shown during a NOAA mission.

Ian James Los Angeles Times

COLUMN ONE

From high above an
atmospheric river,
a deep dive for data
By Ian James

reporting from over 

the north pacific ocean 
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Through it all, the family of Tyre Nichols
put on their brave faces Wednesday in
that church in Memphis, Tenn.

They echoed the calls for justice for
their 29-year-old son, father and brother,
who died after being savagely beaten by
police last month. They took solace in the
swiftness of justice, knowing that the
officers involved have already been fired
and charged with murder. And they

nodded along in anger that, too often, Black people aren’t
seen for our humanity. 

“I see the world showing him love and fighting for his
justice,” Nichols’ sister, Keyana Dixon, said through tears.
“But all I want is my baby brother back.” 

Indeed, this was a funeral for a distraught family, but it
also was a funeral for a distraught Memphis. 

In the same way George Floyd, killed by Minneapolis
police, is inextricably tied to that city, 

SOQUOIA GREEN, Tyre Nichols’ cousin, lights candles at a vigil Monday at
Regency Community Skate Park, where Nichols skated, in Sacramento.

Paul Kitagaki Jr. Sacramento Bee

A martyr for Memphis,
but a son of Sacramento
ERIKA D. SMITH
reporting from sacramento
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The flights have become criti-

cal to preparing for floods and

getting people out of harm’s way,

said Marty Ralph, a meteorologist

who joined the crew as a special

guest on the mission.

Ralph has helped pioneer

research of atmospheric rivers, or

as the experts call them, ARs. He

said the flights have become es-

sential for improving forecasts and

managing reservoirs and water

supplies in this age of extreme

weather swings.

“ARs are the big storm for

water in the West,” Ralph said. “We

are doing reconnaissance to mea-

sure these storms, and precisely

get the data into the weather

prediction models.”

Ralph, who leads the Center for

Western Weather and Water

Extremes at UC San Diego’s Scrip-

ps Institution of Oceanography,

said the mission would be nothing

like flying through the eye of a

hurricane. The plane would re-

main high above the storm, while

the atmospheric river, shrouded in

clouds, churned away at an alti-

tude of about 10,000 feet.

“It’s well below us. But we’ve

got the tools and sensors to see

into that,” he said.

Research has shown that at-

mospheric rivers transport, on

average, more than twice the flow

of the Amazon River into the

Atlantic Ocean.

“And this is a strong one. So it’s

going to be much bigger than

that,” Ralph said. “It is pumping

water vapor like you can’t imag-

ine.”

b

Up until a couple of decades

ago, few people had heard of at-

mospheric rivers — vast streams

of vapor sailing above the world’s

oceans outside the tropics.

Today, they are recognized as

the storms that deliver much of

the water in California and the

arid West, and their presence or

absence can mean the difference

between drought or flooding.

Driven by strong, low-altitude

winds, they develop over the Pa-

cific and build as they travel for

two to five days toward the West

Coast. They transport moisture in

concentrated bands, often be-

tween 100 miles and 500 miles wide,

and can stretch 2,000 miles.

The latest storms arrived after

California’s three driest years on

record, significantly boosting

reservoir levels and blanketing the

Sierra Nevada with the deepest

snow in years.

Scientists project that atmos-

pheric rivers will grow more potent

as temperatures rise because of

global warming, and will become

an even more dominant driver of

California’s water supplies and

flooding.

“Climate change is adding

more water vapor to the air be-

cause warmer air can hold more

water vapor. And water vapor is

the fuel of an AR. So it’s going to be

making some ARs stronger,”

Ralph said. “However, there’s also

an expectation that there will be

longer dry periods between ARs.”

All of which will complicate

water management in California

and the West.

Reservoirs and traditional

water management methods are

“largely designed for the past

climate,” Ralph said. “But we have

to deal with the future.”

b

Gonzo has a specialized radar

system for approaching storms,

requiring an elongated nose that

gives the plane its nickname. An

image of the Muppet character is

emblazoned on the side of the

plane. The jet also has a separate

Doppler radar system in the tail,

which captures cross-section

images as it passes over a storm.

As the aircraft approached the

atmospheric river, two crew mem-

bers removed shiny silver wrap-

ping from the first of dozens of

cylinders. Each measured 16 inch-

es long and nearly 3 inches wide

and resembled an oversized tube

of Pringles.

The devices, called dropson-

des, are equipped with parachutes

and as they descend transmit data

back to the plane — wind speed

and direction, temperature and

humidity — before hitting the

ocean and sinking.

Rocky Weinmann, a technician,

held a dropsonde and plugged a

cord into the device to activate it.

A green light flashed. Weinmann

jotted down its serial number, and

a colleague placed it into a launch

tube behind his seat, then closed

the hatch.

“We’re just about to launch,”

Weinmann said.

The crew planned to drop 30

“sonds,” as they called them, over

a precise set of coordinates. 

Speaking quietly into his head-

set, meteorologist Rich Henning

signaled to colleagues at the back

of the plane that it was almost

time.

“About one minute.”

“Stand by.”

Then, he gave the word: “Re-

lease sond now.”

Weinmann flicked a red switch.

There was a whoosh of air as the

spring-loaded gate valve opened.

The pressurized air from the cabin

pushed the dropsonde out into the

thin atmosphere, and the device

fell toward the clouds.

There was no way to see the

dropsonde launch. But it instantly

began transmitting data.

Sofia de Solo, a meteorologist,

watched the measurements ap-

pear on her monitor as four dis-

tinct lines.

“The blue one is our relative

humidity,” De Solo said. “The

green one is temperature. The red

one is your wind direction, and

your pink one, magenta one is your

wind velocity.”

Once she checked the data, she

transmitted them via satellite and

the measurements flowed into

computer models that feed

weather forecasts. 

The dropsondes recorded

high-altitude winds of up to 190

mph. Lower down, within the

storm, the winds were pushing

water vapor at speeds of up to 90

mph.

As the jet cruised above the

clouds, De Solo saw the atmos-

pheric river’s signature appear in

the data. Two lines tracking dew

point and temperature converged.

The radar detected heavy rains

beneath the clouds.

“It’s essentially as moist as it

can get,” De Solo said. “For the

bottom 10,000 feet, we have total

saturation. So it’s a pretty classic

atmospheric river.”

b

After examining the data,

Ralph stepped into the cockpit

and sat chatting with co-pilot Rick

de Triquet. Looking out the win-

dow, Ralph said he had briefly

seen through holes in the clouds,

which revealed what looked like

whitecaps rolling on the stormy

ocean.

Aside from those brief glimpses

through the storm, the cirrus

clouds resembled a flat blanket

beneath the deep blue sky.

“ARs sort of hide in plain sight,”

Ralph said. “And we’ve just re-

cently, in the last 10 or 15 years,

figured out really how to look 

for them, how to measure them

best and how to characterize

them.”

The science of atmospheric

rivers has come a long way since

Ralph and his colleagues pub-

lished a 2004 study drawing on

data from satellites and reconnais-

sance flights. Since then, Ralph

said, more than 500 articles have

been published in scientific jour-

nals with titles focusing on atmos-

pheric rivers.

The concept of atmospheric

rivers began to emerge in the 1970s,

when research in the U.K. showed

that a low-level jet stream ahead of

a cold front was connected to

heavy rains in Britain.

Decades ago, Ralph was fasci-

nated with big, drenching storms

even before he heard the term

atmospheric rivers. As a graduate

student at UCLA in 1990, he was

astonished when a sudden storm

dumped a large share of L.A.’s

average annual rainfall in his rain

gauge within about six hours.

In 1998, scientists published a

groundbreaking paper detailing

the “moisture fluxes from atmos-

pheric rivers.” Ralph said when he

read the research, “that was a

lightbulb going off for me.”

That year, Ralph had begun

flying to storms aboard NOAA

planes during a powerful El Niño

event. Taking off from Monterey,

he and other researchers flew

directly into the storms and col-

lected measurements. They

shared the data with the National

Weather Service, which issued a

flash flood warning, prompting

emergency managers to send

rescue workers ahead of the storm

to low-lying areas around Santa

Cruz.

“They did hundreds of water

rescues when that storm hit the

next day. And they attributed the

early warning to saving many

lives,” Ralph said. “That really

inspired me personally to con-

sider: How could we do more of

that?”

Since then, Ralph has sought

to encourage more research and

raise awareness. In 2013, he started

the center at Scripps focusing on

Western weather and water ex-

tremes. 

Scientists have found that even

an average AR transports as much

water vapor as 25 times the flow

rate of the Mississippi River into

the Gulf of Mexico. And they’ve

studied ARs around the world,

from Europe to South America. 

Working with other scientists,

Ralph helped develop an official

definition of atmospheric rivers

and created a scale to rate the

strength of ARs, from 1 (weak) 

to 5 (exceptional). Along with

ARs, the meteorologists speak of

IVT, or integrated vapor trans-

port. This key measurement refers

to how much water vapor is mov-

ing through the atmosphere and

how fast it is traveling.

Ralph has helped lead the

expanding national effort to have

planes flying to the storms, called

the Atmospheric Rivers Recon-

naissance program.

The seven crew members on

this flight are part of a NOAA

team from Lakeland, Fla. They fly

into hurricanes for part of the year,

and then travel to Hawaii for at-

mospheric rivers.

On his screen, Henning fol-

lowed the measurements that

appeared in curving lines as two

dropsondes floated down. Each

would be in the air for about 14

minutes. 

His screen showed the plane’s

position on a map as it advanced

toward the next drop location.

Another dropsonde was activated

and inserted into the launch tube.

“Five minutes.”

“Three minutes.”

b

The AR Recon program began

with a trial effort in 2016, when Air

Force C-130s flew to storms for

three weeks.

The following year, while Ralph

and his colleagues were still study-

ing data from those flights, a series

of atmospheric rivers made it the

wettest year on record in Northern

California. Lake Oroville reached

full capacity and when water was

released, part of the spillway 

collapsed at Oroville Dam, trigger-

ing a crisis and prompting

evacuations.

“How could we maybe have

done better? Well, first of all, we

could have been flying AR recon.

We were not flying AR recon that

winter,” Ralph said. “I’ll never

forget that that decision was

made, and I regret it.” 

The AR Recon program has

expanded over the last few years.

This year, while the NOAA crew

has been flying out of Hawaii, the

Air Force Reserve 53rd Weather

Reconnaissance Squadron has

been flying a C-130 from California

to scan other parts of the storms.

Studies have shown the flights

are making forecasts significantly

more accurate. On average, Ralph

said, the additional data have

improved precipitation forecasts

by about 20%. 

This is allowing California to

begin to operate dams more flex-

ibly, guiding decisions to release

water to make room for deluges, or

to hold extra water when no major

storm is coming.

The effort, which involves

multiple water agencies, is called

Forecast-Informed Reservoir

Operations, and the places where

it’s been implemented include

Lake Mendocino in Northern

California and Prado Dam in

Riverside County. 

“It’s working,” Ralph said.

“We’re making a difference in the

forecasts for the public.”

On this flight, the data showed

the atmospheric river was slightly

weaker than the computer models

had forecast.

Ralph and others hope to fur-

ther expand the program so that

crews and planes will be available

to fly from Nov. 1 through March,

starting in a month that overlaps

with the end of the Atlantic hurri-

cane season but when intense

atmospheric rivers have struck

the Pacific Northwest.

Ralph and De Triquet chatted

excitedly about a new Gulfstream

G550 that NOAA is set to receive, a

plane that can fly longer distances

than Gonzo. Ralph said he thinks

the jet will further improve fore-

casts by covering more territory.

After more than six hours in the

air, the plane returned to Honolulu

and touched down under sunny

skies.

Ralph thanked the crew, saying

they are doing vital work protect-

ing the public and making a “ma-

jor contribution to Western water.”

“This isn’t something that

satellites are going to replace, or

something that we can do if we

sort of feel like it. I think this is

becoming a national require-

ment,” Ralph said.

The storm reached Southern

California over the next two days

as a strong Category 3 AR, just as

predicted.

By that time, the crew was

flying over the Pacific again,

headed to another atmospheric

river.

Peering into the depths of a river in the sky

METEOROLOGISTS Sofia de Solo, left, and Rich Henning look at a map showing their path
toward an atmospheric river. The pair received data from devices dropped into the storm. 

Ian James Los Angeles Times
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OKLAHOMA CITY — A

deadly storm system lashed

a large swath of the southern

U.S. with bands of sleet and

snow for a third day on

Wednesday, grounding an

additional 2,300 flights, leav-

ing hundreds of thousands

without power, forcing

school closures and making

already treacherous driving

conditions worse.

Watches and warnings

about wintry conditions

were issued for an area

stretching from west Texas’

border with Mexico through

Oklahoma, Arkansas and

Louisiana, and into western

Tennessee and northern

Mississippi. Several rounds

of mixed precipitation, in-

cluding freezing rain and

sleet, were in store for many

areas throughout the day,

meaning some places could

be hit multiple times, fore-

casters said.

“It actually looks like it’s

going to be getting worse

again across Texas; it is al-

ready a pretty big area of

freezing rain across western

and southwestern Texas,”

said Bob Oravec, a lead Na-

tional Weather Service fore-

caster based in Camp

Springs, Md.

Oravec said the icy

weather is expected to move

across parts of Oklahoma

and Arkansas into western

Tennessee and northern

Mississippi before it starts

to dissipate.

“By later in the day on

Thursday it should be pretty

much done, and all the …

precipitation will be well

downstream across parts of

the South and where it will

be mostly heavy rain,”

Oravec said.

By late Wednesday morn-

ing, 2,300 U.S. flights had

been canceled, including

three-quarters of the flights

at Dallas-Fort Worth Inter-

national Airport and more

than two-thirds at Dallas

Love Field, according to the

flight tracking website

FlightAware. Dallas-Fort

Worth International is

American Airlines’ biggest

hub, and Love Field is a ma-

jor base for Southwest Air-

lines.

Many flights were also

canceled at other airports,

including in San Antonio,

the Texas capital of Austin,

and Nashville, compound-

ing frustrations caused by

the nearly 2,000 cancella-

tions on Tuesday and

roughly 1,100 on Monday.

Because of the storm, the

Detroit Pistons were unable

to fly home following their

game Monday against the

Dallas Mavericks, and the

NBA postponed the Pistons’

Wednesday night home

game against the Washing-

ton Wizards.

Many schools through-

out Arkansas as well as

school systems in Dallas,

Austin and Memphis, Tenn.,

canceled classes for Thurs-

day.

In Texas, more than

350,000 customers were

without power Wednesday

afternoon as trees buckled

onto power lines, according

to PowerOutage, a website

that tracks utility reports.

More than half of those

outages were in Austin,

where the city’s utility

warned residents who had

been without electricity for

10 hours or longer that lights

and heat may not come back

on until Thursday. Over-

night low temperatures were

expected to fall to 33 degrees

in Austin, with more

chances for freezing rain, ac-

cording to the National

Weather Service. 

Austin Energy asked cus-

tomers to prepare emer-

gency plans and relocate be-

fore dusk if needed.

Pablo Vegas, who heads

the Electric Reliability

Council of Texas, vowed that

the state’s electrical grid and

natural gas supply would be

reliable and that there

wouldn’t be a repeat of the

February 2021 blackouts,

when the grid was on the

brink of total failure.

In Memphis, the icy

weather delayed the funeral

for Tyre Nichols, who died

after a brutal beating by po-

lice during a traffic stop. The

service was pushed to

Wednesday afternoon.

Emergency responders

rushed to hundreds of auto

collisions across Texas on

Tuesday.

Icy weather continues to disrupt life in southern U.S.

A VEHICLE sits on a guardrail after it slid off Highway 6 on Tuesday in Waco,
Texas. Sleet and snow lashed Texas and nearby states for the third day in a row.

Jerry Larson Waco Tribune-Herald
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